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ABSTRACT 

 

Use the word "ABSTRACT" in the title in Times New Roman capital letters, size 10pt, bold, relative 

to the left of the column. The abstract is written in italicized text, below the abstract in Bahasa with 

one column as here. Abstracts are written in Times New Roman, size 10pt, single spaced, and a 

maximum length of 200 words. Include three to six keywords related to the article. 

 

Keywords: keyword 1, keyword 2, keyword 3, keyword 4, keyword 5, keyword 6 
 

ABSTRAK 

Kata “ABSTRAK” sebagai judul ditulis dalam huruf kapital Times New Roman 10pt, cetak tebal, 

rata kiri. Isi abstrak harus merangkum ringkasan yang berisi latar belakang, tujuan penelitian, 

metode, hasil temuan dan kesimpulan utama dari tulisan. Penulis yang memilih menggunakan 

Bahasa Indonesia, maka perlu ditambahkan abstrak kedua dalam Bahasa Inggris seperti contoh di 

bawah ini. Abstrak ditulis dengan rata kiri-kanan, dengan satu spasi dan satu kolom menggunakan 

huruf Times New Roman 10pt maksimal 200 kata. Di bawah paragraf abstrak, tuliskan kata kunci 

dari manuskrip, minimal 3 kata/ frasa dan maksimal 6 kata/frasa yang dipisahkan dengan tanda baca 

koma antar kata/frasa.  

Kata kunci: Kata kunci 1, kata kunci 2, kata kunci 3, kata kunci 4, kata kunci 5, kata kunci 6   

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 



 
 

1. Introduction 

The following are instructions for writing articles in the Veterinary and Biomedical 

Journal published by the School of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedicine, IPB University. 

The authors are fully responsible for the contents of the manuscript written and the 

manuscript is an article that has never been published (Jvetbiomed, 2024) 

Divide your article clearly into numbered sections. The title of the main section is given 

number 1. (then 2, 3, etc.) which consists of introduction, material and methods, results, 

discussion, conclusions using Times New Roman font size 11pt, bold. Leave one space 

between the main sections. Subsections should be numbered 1.1. (later 1.1.1, 1.1.2,…), 1.2, 

etc. (abstract, acknowledgments and reference list are not included in the section 

numbering). Each subsection can be given a short title. Each title must appear on its own 

separate line, written using Times New Roman size 11pt., and there should be no spaces 

between subsections (Jvetbiomed, 2024). 

The contents of the introduction are answers to questions: (1). Background, (2). Brief 

literature review of related research (3). Reasons for conducting this research and (4). Goal 

question. Sophistication, gap analysis and novelty are visible here. Avoid discussing 

general literature reviews and definitions (Jvetbiomed, 2023; Jvetbiomed 2024) 

 

2. Materials and methods 

Provide sufficient detailed explanations so that readers can easily understand how 

research activities can be carried out. Published methods should be indicated by reference 

or any minor modifications should be explained. Please explain whether this research is 

experimental or exploratory. Determine the sample size and explain where you obtained 

the sample. State seasonal variation of habitat (if any) or date of sampling. If data is 

collected using humans or experimental animals, the author must include a 

certificate/standard ethical test number approved by an accountable institution. 

 

3. Results 

Results and Discussion must be written separately. Results must be clear and 

concise. State the results obtained based on the method carried out. Table or graph data can 

be accompanied by standard deviation. To further clarify the explanation, you can use 

subtitles. 

3.1. Table 



 
 

Tables should be numbered in the order of presentation (Table 1, etc.). Tables must be 

referenced and referenced in the text. There are no perpendicular lines in the table. When 

writing tables, use Times New Roman 10pt font which is placed above the table. Table 

names are in bold and table titles are not in bold and are aligned left. The main headings of 

the columns containing data are in bold, while the contents of the columns and rows are 

not in bold. An example table can be seen in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Example of a table title that is not in bold 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 

Data 1 Data 1 Data 1 

Data 2 Data 2 Data 2 

Data 3 Data 3 Data 3 

 

3.2. Picture 

The pictures are numbered according to the order of presentation (Figure 1., etc.). 

The image title is placed below the image in a center-aligned position according to the 

image size. Image names are in bold and image titles are not in bold and are aligned left. 

The font size used in the image title is 10pt. Figures must be referenced and referenced in 

the manuscript. Make sure each illustration has a caption, provide the caption separately, 

not attached to the image. Captions should consist of a short title (not of the image itself) 

and a description of the illustration. Try to make the image free from anything else that 

distracts the reader to capture the main information from the image presented. Explain all 

symbols and abbreviations used. An example can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Figure 1. Example of an image on jvetbiomed 

 

3.3. References 

The reference list is made sequentially starting from 1, 2, 3, etc. The name of the 

journal or book referred to is written in full, not abbreviated. Everything listed in the 



 
 

bibliography/references must be referenced/referred to in the manuscript. There are a 

minimum of 10 references in the last 10 years. The title "Reference List" is written in Times 

New Roman 10pt, left aligned and bold. The contents of the Reference List are written in 

Time New Roman 9pt font size, aligned right and left. Writing the Reference List in 

alphabetical order. An example of writing a reference list can be seen in the reference sub 

list. 

3.4. Formula 

Formulas are written clearly using equations with index numbers, explanations of 

formula variables are written in paragraph form, not list items. 

3.5. Manuscript length 

Manuscripts are written with a maximum of 10 pages including tables and figures, 

and a distance between paragraphs of 1.5 with reference to the writing procedures as 

outlined in this article. 

3.6. Manuscript layout 

An easy way to create a layout is to use this guide directly. Avoid using 

bullets/ordered lists with * and other symbols. Avoid blank parts of the page. 

3.7. Page specifications 

Use the Times New Roman typeface throughout the manuscript, with the font size 

as exemplified in this writing guide. The spacing is 1.5 and the contents of the text or 

manuscript use left-right alignment (justified). Page size is A4 (210 mm x 297 mm). The 

top page margin is 2 mm and the bottom, right and left page margins are 25 mm. Dividing 

a page into two columns is only for writing sentences, but for pictures or tables or can be 

separated into one column. 

 

4.  Discussion 

The discussion must be discussed sharply with specific exploration regarding the 

results of the research conducted, not repeating parts of the results. Discuss your data by 

comparing currently reported data with previous data. Avoid extensive quotations and 

highlight similarities and differences in the results of your research. 

 

5.  Conclusion 

The conclusion must contain the essence that answers the problem or aim of the 

research in the form of a short, clear and easy to understand description and not in the form 

of points. Conclude the conclusion with suggestions for future research in the particular 

topic. 
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written using Times New Roman 10pt font and is in bold and left aligned. The contents of the thank 
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